Action Required: OASIS Submission/Reports Changing to iQIES January 1, 2020

Information Posted October 17, 2019

Effective January 1, 2020, Medicare certified home health agencies will be required to submit OASIS data and retrieve reports using the “Internet Quality Improvement Evaluation System” (iQIES). The process that providers follow for submitting patient assessments will not change, but the enhanced system is now Internet facing and will allow providers to submit assessments and view associated reports in one place.

Use of the new iQIES system requires registration. Texas agencies began onboarding September 2019 and agencies are encouraged to register as soon as possible to ensure a smooth transition.

Register for an iQIES account to access instructions and important information.

If you have any general iQIES questions, contact iQIES_Broadcast@cms.hhs.gov.

For general OASIS questions contact the OASIS Help Desk at 833-769-1945.